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ABSTRACT: A novel protocol to generate and control porosity in polymeric structures is presented for fabrication of single ion
polymer electrolyte (SIPE) membranes for lithium ion batteries. A series of SIPEs with varying ratios of aliphatic and aromatic
segments was successfully synthesized and subsequently blended with PVDF-HFP to fabricate membranes of various sizes of
pores. The membranes were characterized using techniques including SEM, solvent uptake capacity measurement and ionic
conductivity. We demonstrate that appropriate membrane porosity enhances ionic conductivity, reduces interfacial resistance
between electrodes and electrolyte and ultimately boosts performance of Li-ion batteries. The implication of the structure−
performance relationship for battery design is discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing demand for safe, low-cost, and
efficient energy storage technologies with lithium-ion bat-
teries.1−5 A battery electrolyte with high ionic conductivity and
thermal and electrochemical stability is one of the most critical
components of battery devices.6 In the past few years, several
solid and gel polymer electrolytes based on the concept of
single-ion conduction have been developed.7−9 Unlike dual-ion
electrolytes comprised of small lithium salts either dissolved in
selected organic solvents or blended in polymer matrices with
or without solvents,10−12 concentration polarization effect upon
charge/discharge is minimized in single-ion electrolytes. Here,
the anions, bis(sulphonyl) imide, (SO2)2N- (BSI), are anchored
on polymer chains and thus immobile; the negative charges of
the bis(sulphonyl) imide groups are delocalized in the
proximity of the active sites driven by the neighboring
electron-withdrawing groups of sulphonyl, which enables
lithium ions to be weakly attached to the polymer through an
electrostatic interaction with high mobility.8,13,14 Several studies
have demonstrated that the ion transference number of single-
ion polymer electrolytes (SIPEs) is close to unity,13−15 whereas

the value for most dual-ion electrolytes is only a small
fraction.16,17 According to the Nernst−Planck equation,18 ion
conduction is largely dictated by both ion diffusivity,
determined by lithium salt concentration and solvent viscosity,
and ion transference number, driven by an electrochemical
field.19 Therefore, SIPEs are highly advantageous, compared to
conventional dual-ion electrolytes, if ion diffusivity in these
materials can also be enhanced. This can be realized by allowing
selected organic solvents to flow into the polymer matrix with
appropriate pores to facilitate ion diffusion, as demonstrated in
our previous work, where ionic conductivity of the function-
alized meso/macroporous single ion conducting electrolyte
membrane was found to be on the order of 1 × 10−3 S cm−1 at
room temperature.20 Aside from the high ionic conductivity,
SIPE materials have also been found to be thermally and
electrochemically more stable than conventional liquid electro-
lytes in a broad temperature range20,21 and thus are well-suited
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for safe operation of battery devices for a wide variety of
applications. The high thermal stability of SIPEs arises mainly
from the selected polymer backbones.22 The electrochemical
superiority of SIPEs over conventional liquid electrolytes results
from the fact that in SIPEs, anions are tethered to polymer
chains and can be oxidized only at the interface22 and the
substantially less concentration polarization inherent to this
class of materials.14,17,23

In general, ion conduction in a SIPE membrane comprised of
a SIPE complex and a binder, which provides the required
mechanical and thermal strength and flexibility to the
membrane, must possess proper migration channels to allow
Li ions to move along the polymer walls to minimize
polarization arising from a large charge separation. Therefore,
the ionic conductivity is also strongly influenced by the
morphology, the size and type of pores of the membrane. Two
fundamentally important issues thus arise:
Are the morphology and pore distribution of a SIPE

membrane controllable?
How do the electrochemical properties vary with SIPE

composition and microstructure?
Despite intense recent development of SIPE materials, these

issues have not been well-understood to date. In this paper, we

report our attempt to address these important issues by testing
electrochemical properties and battery performance with a
series of SIPE membranes with controlled morphology and
pore channels. The main idea is to design polymer electrolytes
with appropriate rigidity and flexibility to control the
morphology, the type and size of pores and ion conduction
channels for optimizing electrochemical properties of battery
devices. The relationship between the microstructure of SIPE
membranes and battery performance is thus revealed. The
study sheds a light for design of safe, high performance of Li-
ion batteries using SIPE membranes.
It has been a consensus that an aromatic segment is

considered rigid and an aliphatic segment is deemed flexible in
a polymer. The contrasting nature of the two moieties can be
utilized to produce pores of a variety of types and sizes upon
blending with a binder. If the binder is an aliphatic long chain
polymer,e former and poor compatibility with the latter.
Mechanistically, the aliphatic polymer en then upon blending
with an aliphatic polymer and an aromatic polymer separately,
the morphologies of the blends would appear as shown in
Figure 1 with strong compatibility with thtangles with the
binder smoothly with nanoscale phase separation while the
aromatic polymer produces pores upon blending with the

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of structure design for porosity control of SIPE membranes.

Scheme 1. Procedure for the Synthesis of the SIPEs
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aliphatic binder due to its molecular rigidity. As a consequence,
the aliphatic blend displays virtually nanoscale phase separation,
whereas the aromatic blend exhibits micropores with types and
sizes depending largely on the microstructures of the SIPE
materials as well as the amount of binders. The ratio of
aromatic and aliphatic segments contained in a polymer thus
becomes a decisive factor for control of pore size and type and
pore distribution in the membrane.24 Consequently, the
porosity of the polymer can be altered by tuning the ratio of
aromatic/aliphatic segments, providing great flexibility for
design of novel SIPE membranes to achieve high performance
of battery cells. In the present study, we selected PVDF-HFP as
the binder to take advantage of its compatibility with the
aliphatic segments and its incompatibility with the aromatic
segments of the polymer synthesized to gain control of porosity
of the SIPE membranes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. 2,2′-(Ethylenedioxy) bis(ethylamine) (EDEA),

4,4′-diaminodiphenylsulfone (DADS), p-toluenesulfonamide, p-tolue-
nesulfonyl chloride, KMnO4, PVDF-HFP, LiFePO4, triphenylphos-
phine oxide (TPP), dimethylformamide (DMF), methanol, and
acetylene black were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 2,2′-(ethyl-
enedioxy) bis(ethylamine) (EDEA), triphenylphosphine oxide
(TPP), dimethylformamide (DMF) and methanol were used as
received without further purification. DADS was dried at 100 °C for 24
h. Pyridine was dried with KOH and distilled. N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) was distilled from P2O5 and calcium chloride (CaCl2) was
dried under vacuum at 180 °C for 24 h before use.
2.2. Synthesis of Bis(4-carboxyl benzene sulphonyl) Imide

(CBSI). 2.2.1. Synthesis of bis(4-methy benzene sulphonyl) imide
(MBSI). The synthesis of the MBSI is shown in Scheme 1 (Step 1). A
homogeneous solution was prepared by dissolving p-toluenesulfona-
mide (17.122 g, 100 mmol) and NaOH (4.225 g, 105 mmol) into 150
mL of deionized water at 95 °C. Subsequently, p-toluenesulfonyl
chloride (19.074 g, 100 mmol) was slowly added into the solution in 2
h, and the reaction was then kept at 95 °C for another 12 h. After
adjusting the pH of the mixture to 7 by using diluted HCl, the reaction
was kept overnight. A sufficient amount of HCl was added to adjust
the pH of the solution to 1, yielding a white precipitate. The product
was collected via filtration and then dried under vacuum overnight at
120 °C. The final product (20.665 g) was obtained upon
recrystallization from the deionized water. The yield was 63.5%.
1HNMR (DMSO-d6): 7.57 (d, 2H), 7.25 (d, 2H), and 2.35 (s, 3H).
2.2.2. Synthesis of Bis(4-carboxyl benzene sulphonyl) Imide

(CBSI). Synthesis of the bis(4-carboxyl benzene sulphonyl) imide
(CBSI) was conducted in a similar procedure to what was reported in
our earlier work (Scheme 1 (Step 1)).25 4, 4′-dicarboxyldiphenylsulfo-
nimide monomer was obtained by oxidizing the methyl group of MBSI
into a carboxyl group. 4, 4′-dimethyldiphenylsulfonimide (20.665 g,
63.51 mmol) and LiOH·H2O (2.690 g, 63.51 mmol) were then
dissolved completely into deionized water (300 mL) at 95 °C. KMnO4

(20.068 g, 127.0 mmol) was slowly added to the solution in 2 h.
Subsequently, the reaction mixture was stirred at 95 °C overnight.
Upon removal of MnO2 and the unreacted KMnO4 by filtration, the
filtrate was acidified with concentrated HCl. After repeating the
acidification process 5 times, the final product was collected with a
yield of 76.1%. 1HNMR (DMSO-d6): 7.93 (d, 2H), 7.76 (d, 2H).
Elemental analysis result: C, 39.8 wt % (theoretical 43.63 wt %); H,
2.22 wt % (theoretical 2.88 wt %); N, 3.23 wt % (theoretical 3.63 wt
%); and S, 15.25 wt % (theoretical 16.64 wt %).

2.2.3. Synthesis of the SIPEs. The synthesis route of the SIPEs is
shown in Scheme 1. The designation of the SIPEs based on the
proportion of DADS and EDEA is listed in Table 1. Six sets of
mixtures, each containing CBSI 1.0 mmol (0.385 g), TPP 2 mmol
(0.52 mL), NMP 2.0 mL, pyridine 1.5 mL, and CaCl2 0.28g (∼8 wt
%), were weighed and transferred into two 100 mL round-bottom
flasks. Subsequently, 2,2′-(ethylenedioxy) bis(ethylamine) (EDEA)
and 4,4′-diaminodiphenylsulfone (DADS), were added to the
solutions by varying their proportions to form the designated SIPEs.
All mixtures were stirred and heated at 100 °C under argon
atmosphere for 12 h. Upon completion of the reactions, the solutions
were cooled to 70 °C and transferred into an excess of cold methanol
and placed in an ice-bath under stirring. The suspensions were then
filtered, and the precipitates were washed with methanol and water
continuously followed by drying at 140 °C under vacuum for 24 h.
The yields were above 95% in all cases. Lithiation of the products were
performed by reacting the compounds with LiOH in the
stoichiometric ratio for overnight in a methanol medium. The process
was repeated three times to ensure complete lithiation. The final
products were washed by methanol and then dried at 120 °C for 24 h.
Finally, the products were kept in an argon-filled glovebox for further
characterizations. The elemental analysis (Table 2) and gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) (Table 3) demonstrate the expected materials
were obtained.

2.2.4. Preparation of the SIPE Membranes. To fabricate PVDF-
HFP/SIPE membranes, the equivalent mass of PVDF-HFP and the
target materials were dissolved in DMF and the solutions were cast
onto glass plates and kept at 80 °C overnight, and then dried at 80 °C
under vacuum for 48 h. The photographs of the selected SIPE blend
polymer membranes are shown in Figure 2. Finally, the prepared SIPE
blend polymer membranes were transferred into an argon-filled
glovebox and soaked in an EC/PC (v:v, 1:1) solvent for further
characterizations.

Table 1. Designation of SIPEs Based on the Proportion of DADS and EDEA

DADS:EDEA 1:0 0.8:0.2 0.6:0.4 0.4:0.6 0.2:0.8 0:1
designation DE10 DE82 DE64 DE46 DE28 DE01

Table 2. Elemental Analysis of the SIPEs

designation C (wt %) (theoretical) H (wt %) (theoretical) N (wt %) (theoretical) S (wt %) (theoretical) Li (wt %) (theoretical)

DE 10 46.46 (51.74) 3.22 (3.01) 6. 82 (6.96) 15.66 (15.94) 1. 09 (1.15)
DE 82 45.55 (51.04) 3.49 (3.25) 6.36 (7.20) 13.59 (15.39) 1.10 (1.19)
DE 64 45.52 (50.30) 3.66 (3.51) 6.86 (7.46) 12.98 (14.79) 1.22 (1.23)
DE 46 45.22 (49.50) 4.05 (3.78) 7.20 (7.73) 12.50 (14.16) 1.22 (1.28)
DE 28 44.64 (48.64) 4.28 (4.08) 7.28 (8.03) 12.06 (13.48) 1.19 (1.33)
DE 01 42.34 (47.71) 4.40 (4.40) 7.36 (8.35) 10.86 (12.74) 1.24 (1.38)

Table 3. Molecular Weights of the SIPEs

designation Mn (× 104) Mw (× 104) Mw/Mn

DE 10 4.45 8.34 1.87
DE 82 4.33 8.62 1.99
DE 64 7.41 11.86 1.60
DE 46 8.99 13.31 1.48
DE 28 10.35 14.59 1.41
DE 01 10.82 15.47 1.43
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2.2.5. Preparation of the LiFePO4 Cathode. To analyze the battery
performance, we used a multichannel battery testing instrument Arbin
BT-2000 for discharge capacity measurement of coin cells assembled
with the synthesized polymeric electrolyte membranes. A composite
cathode was prepared by casting a well-stirred solution of LiFePO4 (75
wt %), PVDF (10 wt %), acetylene black (10 wt %), and LiCBSI (5 wt
%) as a supporting electrolyte in a NMP solvent onto an aluminum
foil. The resulting electrode was initially dried at 60 °C and further
dried at 60 °C in a vacuum oven for 12 h. The dried cathode was then
cut into a circular shape used in coin cells. The assembling of the
standard coin cells (CR2025) was done inside a glovebox.
2.3. Characterization. GPC measurements were performed using

a Waters GPC system, equipped with a Waters 1515 isocratic HPLC
pump, a Waters 717 plus Autosampler injector, a Waters 2414
refractive index detector, and a Agilent PL gel 5 μm mixed-D column
(P/N: 79911GP-MXD), using N,N′-dimethylformamide as the eluent
at 50 °C and at a flow rate of 1.0 mL min−1. Tensile tests of the
membranes were performed using an Instron universal materials
testing system (model 5544) with a 10 N load cell in a constant
relative humidity (50%) room at 25 °C. Rectangular-shaped samples
were cut from the membranes (5 mm wide with a gauge length of 10
mm). The thickness of the samples was measured with a digital
micrometer having a precision of 1 μm. A cross-head speed of 10 mm/
min was used. The calibration curve was generated using polyethylene
glycol molecular weight standards. All infrared spectra were taken with
a Bio-Rad Excalibur FTIR spectrometer in the 400−4000 cm−1

frequency range. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX
(500) spectrometer at 300 MHz. Dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 was used as
solvents for NMR test. The morphologies of polymer electrolytes were
probed using the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with
QUANTA 200 FEG. Samples were prepared by platinum sputtering
under 5 × 10−2 mbar at room temperature (20s, 30 mA) with a Baltec
SCD050 apparatus. The thermal degradation study was performed
under inert atmosphere of N2 (flow rate: 60 cm3 min−1), at the 10 °C
min−1 heating rate in the Thermo Gravimetric Analyzer (model TGA
Q 50) of TA, Inst., USA. The thermal stability test was conducted
from room temperature to 600 °C.
The ion conductivity of the polymer electrolytes was measured by

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using the Zahner
potentioastat-galvanostat electrochemical workstation model,
PGSTAT, with the EIS module over a frequency range of 4 × 106

to 1 Hz and an oscillating voltage of 5 mV. A stainless steel cylindrical
device of 1.5 cm diameter was used for conductivity measurement.
The fitting of the raw data was done by using the simulated impedance
measurement (SIM) software. The electrochemical stability test (cyclic
voltammetry) was conducted in the same stainless steel device using
the CHi instrument in the voltage range of 1.5−7 V at a scan rate of 2
mV S−1. A circular thin sheet of lithium metal along with the
electrolyte membrane was placed inside the cavity of the device and
sealed in a glovebox under argon atmosphere. The lithium-ion
transference number, t+, defined by t+ = Is(ΔV − IoRo)/Io(ΔV − IsRs),
ΔV is the potential applied across the cell, Io and Is are the initial and
steady-state currents and Ro and Rs are the initial and steady-state
resistances of the passivation layers on the Li electrode,26 was
measured with the Li|SIPE membrane|Li battery cell, in which an

electrolyte membrane soaked in a EC/PC solution was mounted
between the two nonblocking lithium metal electrodes.27,28

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Characterization of the SIPEs. The FTIR spectra of

the SIPEs are shown in Figure 3. The characteristic bands

around 3400 cm−1 (N−H) represent the N−H stretch of the
sulfonimide group in the copolymer side chains. The band near
1600−1500 cm−1 corresponds to the CO stretch of the
amide group. The absorption band in the range of 3000−3100
cm−1 is assigned to the C−H stretching frequency of benzene.
The intensity of the characteristic band near 2800−3000 cm−1,
which corresponding to the C−H stretching of the alkyl chains
in the SIPEs, increases as the aliphatic group content increases.
The chemical structures of the SIPEs are supported by the

1HNMR spectra. Figure 4 shows the 1HNMR spectra of the
SIPE series. The signals of the hydrogen (Ha and Hc) on the
aliphatic chains can be easily identified. The signals of the
hydrogen (Hd and He) are assigned to the CBSI precursor and
the signals of the hydrogen (Hh and Hg) are attributed to the
DADS precursor. The intensity of the Ha and Hc signals rises
proportionally with the amount of EDEA precursor. In

Figure 2. Photographs of (a) the DE10-based membrane and (b) the
DE01-based membrane.

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of the SIPEs.

Figure 4. 1HNMR spectra of the SIPEs.
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contrast, the intensity of the Ha and Hc signals decreases
proportionally with the amount of EDEA precursor. The results
confirm a successful synthesis of the aromatic−aliphatic hybrid
backbone structures of SIPEs.
3.2. Morphologies of the SIPE Membranes. The SEM

images of the membranes, shown in Figure 5, validate the

proposed concept explicitly. The DE10 membrane shows a
highly porous structure (Figure 5a) with a uniform distribution
of pores throughout the membrane while the cross-section
image (Figure 5a′) confirms the presence of pores inside the
membrane. The magnified images of Figure 5a are shown in
Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6, the porous structure is clearly
observed from the “white plots” of the membranes. The DE82
membrane displays (Figure 5b) relatively a fewer number of
pores than the previous membrane and the appearance of the
pores becomes blind rather than open. The image of its cross-
section (Figure 5b′) indicates the presence of some stretched
pores formed due to the fractured layer of the membrane. In
the DE64 membrane, the size and the number of the blind
pores decrease further (Figure 5c) and the cross-section image
exhibits a few blind and irregular pores. The other membranes
(DE46, DE28, and DE01) show very small blind pores on
membrane surfaces (Figure 5d−f) and virtually no pores are

observed in their cross section images (Figure 5d′−f′). Indeed,
the SEM images confirm that the presence of rigid aromatic
content in the membrane regulates its porosity. The aromatic
segments disrupt the smoothness of the membrane and
facilitate formation of pores. As the aromatic component in
the polymer increases, the porosity becomes increasingly visible
in both surfaces and cross-sections of the membranes. We note
that there appear more pores in d and e than in a and b in
Figure 5. However, the sizbe of the pores in d and e is
significantly smaller than the size of the pores in a and . Overall,
the solvent capacity in a and b is still higher than in d and e, as
will be made clear below.
The porosity of the SIPE membranes was quantified by

directly measuring solvent uptakes. All the membranes were
immersed in the EC/PC (1:1v/v) solution for 3 days to
measure their solvent uptake capacity shown in Figure 7. As

anticipated, the capacity declines gradually from the DE10
based membrane to the DE01 based membrane. The results
clearly substantiate the concept of SIPE membrane structural
design and are consistent with the observation from the SEM
images. In particular, the DE10 based membrane shows the
highest solvent uptake of 211 wt %, confirming the formation
of a highly porous structure. In contrast, the DE01 based

Figure 5. SEM images of the SIPE membranes. Surface: (a) DE10, (b)
DE82, (c) DE64, (d) DE46, (e) DE28, and (f) DE01; cross-section:
(a′) DE10, (b′) DE82, (c′) DE64, (d′) DE46, (e′) DE28, and (f′)
DE01.

Figure 6. Surface SEM images of DE10 membrane with four different
magnifications: (a) ×250, (b) ×1000, (c) ×3000, and (d) ×10000.

Figure 7. Solvent uptake of the SIPE membranes and the pure PVDF-
HFP membrane.
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membrane displays the lowest solvent uptake of 58 wt %. The
solvent uptake of the pure PVDF-HFP was measured to be 41.9
wt %, which is attributed to the osmotic drive for the solvent to
swell the PVDF-HFP matrix. Clearly, the results are consistent
with the relative order of porosity shown in Figure 5.
3.3. Thermal Stability of the SIPEs. Figure 8 exhibits that

the prepared SIPEs display excellent thermal stability up to 400

°C. The small amounts of weight loss before 200 °C are
attributed to desorption of moisture and NMP solvent. It
concludes that all these materials surpass the thermal stability
requirement for lithium-based batteries.
3.4. Electrochemical Stability of the SIPE Membranes.

The electrochemical stability of the SIPEs was investigated
using cyclic voltammetry (CV). Prior to the test, the prepared
SIPE membranes were used to construct Li|SIPE membrane|
stainless steels (SS) cells. The current−voltage response of the
membranes tested with the Li|SIPE membrane|SS cells at room
temperature is shown in Figure 9. Clearly, the fully aromatic
DE10 based membrane shows high electrochemical stability up
to 5.5 V and the other membranes are also electrochemically
stable up to 4.7 V, providing a sufficiently wide electrochemical
window to match up with cathode materials such as LiCoO2,
LiMn2O4, and LiFePO4 for Li-ion battery applications.
3.5. Mechanical Property of the SIPE Membranes.

Figure 10 shows the stress−strain curves of the blend
membranes. The DE10 based membrane exhibits the best
mechanical performance of 81.9 MPa, substantially higher than
that of the DE01 based membrane of 37.7 MPa. The
mechanical strength of the pure PVDF-HFP membrane was
measured to be 23.1 MPa (Figure 10d), which is higher than
the reported value of 10 MPa for PVDF-HFP ion gel.29 As the
aliphatic component increases from DE10 to DE01, the tensile
strength decreases from 81.9 to 37.7 MPa, indicating that
aromatic group gives rise to a superior tensile strength
compared to aliphatic group in the aromatic/aliphatic polymers
(Table 4). Indeed, aromatic groups have been found in a variety
of polymeric materials to strengthen mechanical properties.30

Our results indicate that it is the aromatic segments, not the
porosity, that dictates the mechanical strengths of the SIPE
membranes.
3.6. Ionic Conductivity and Lithium Ion Transference

Number of the SIPE Membranes. The porosity of the
membranes was found to profoundly affect the ionic
conductivity and thus significantly influences the battery
performance. The ionic conductivity of the membranes

measured in the temperature range from 80 °C to room
temperature downward shown in Figure 11 clearly reveals the
significance of membrane porosity. Essentially, the conductivity
decreases monotonically with the reduction of structural
porosity with the DE10 membrane displaying the highest
conductivity and the DE01 membrane exhibiting the lowest
conductivity in the entire temperature range. The room
temperature conductivity of DE10 was found to be 4 × 10−4

S cm−1, which is among the highest ionic conductivity displayed
by SIPE membranes reported to date9,31−34 and even
comparable to the conductivity of the DE82 membrane at 80
°C. The high conductivity of the DE10 membrane is attributed
to the high solvent uptake enabled by the high porosity and the
smooth conduction channels of the membrane. As expected,
the ionic conductivity of all membranes increases with
temperature but, interestingly, not as steep as in typical gel
polymer electrolytes because of the mechanical coupling
between ion transport and polymer host mobility in accordance
to the free volume law.35−37

Figure 8. TGA spectra of the SIPEs.

Figure 9. Electrochemical stabilities of the SIPEs.
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We note that the conductivity of the majority of electrolytes,
including conventional dual-ion based liquid electrolytes of
lithium salts and polymer electrolytes and single-ion polymer
electrolytes, displays a linear behavior on an Arrhenius
plot,23,32,38 which suggests that the conductivity is largely
dictated by an enthalpic barrier. An exception was recently
found for a PEO based SIPE material at about 60 °C,22,39 above

which a nonlinear behavior was observed. The reason was
attributed to the melting point of PEO at 60 °C, at which the
phase transition gives rise to a large change of entropy and thus
results in the observed nonlinear behavior. The SIPE
membranes are thermally stable in the entire temperature
range of the conductivity measurement, which explains the
linear behavior of the Arrhenius plot as the enthalpic barrier
dominates the conduction process.
A steady-state current method was used to measure lithium

ion transference number on the Li|blend polymer membrane|Li
symmetric cell at room temperature. The results are
summarized in Table 5. The measured lithium ion transference

numbers of the blend SIPE membranes are approximately 0.90,
suggesting that these membranes behave truly as single ion
conductive electrolytes.

3.7. Electrochemical Performances of the SIPE
Membranes. The EIS response of the battery cells assembled
with a Li foil anode, a LiFePO4 cathode and the SIPE
membranes at room temperature in the Nyquist coordinates is
depicted in Figure 12. The interfacial resistance of the cells
increases from the DE10 cell to the DE01 cell, attributed to the
porosity reduction. The solvent retained in the membrane
pores effectively reduces the interfacial resistance between the

Figure 10. Stress−strain curves of the selected SIPE membranes. (a) The DE10 based membrane, (b) the DE64 based membrane, (c) the DE01
based membrane, and (d) the pure PVDF-HFP membrane.

Table 4. Mechanical Strengths of the SIPE Membranes

DE10 DE82 DE64 DE46 DE28 DE01
PVDF-
HFP

tensile stress
(MPa)

81.9 65.7 57.7 49.8 40.9 37.7 23.1

elongation at
break (%)

10.8 8.2 7.5 6.3 5.1 4.9 >38.2

Figure 11. Temperature dependence of ionic conductivity of the SIPE
membranes.

Table 5. Measured Values for the Corresponding Calculated
Values of Lithium-Ion Transference Numbers (tLi

+)

electrolytes
I0

(μA) Is(μA) R0 (Ω) Rs (Ω)
tLi

+= Is(ΔV − IoRo)/
Io(ΔV − IsRs)

DE10 1.41 1.27 27.30 27.99 0.90
DE 82 3.32 3.00 5.55 5.28 0.90
DE 64 4.34 4.02 17.127 17.353 0.92
DE 46 8.21 7.60 70.423 71.23 0.92
DE 28 1.23 1.12 6.77 5.64 0.91
DE 01 2.00 1.80 73.45 68.08 0.90
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electrodes and the electrolyte membrane and thus promotes
facile transport of Li+ ions in the battery cells.
All coin cells assembled using the six SIPE membranes are

operative at an elevated temperature with performance varying
significantly dependent on membrane porosity. The perform-
ance of the battery devices with selected SIPE membranes is
shown in Figure 13. At 80 °C, the three selected cells, DE10,

DE64, and DE01, display proper charge−discharge behavior
(Figure 13a). The DE10 cell shows a discharge capacity in the
range of 155−160 mAh g−1 at the discharge rate of 0.1 C, close
to the theortical capacity of LiFePO4 (170 mAh g−1). The
discharge capacity decreases modestly as the discharge rate
increases. The DE64 cell displays a significant discharge

capacity at 0.1 and 0.2 C and much lower discharge capacity
of less than 5 mAhg−1 was observed at higher discharge rates.
The DE01 cell exhibits a substantially lower discharge capacity
and approaches almost to zero at 0.5 and 1 C. At room
temperature, the DE10 cell is the only one that performs well at
various C-rates (Figure 13b). The results clearly indicate that
battery performance deteriorates significantly as porosity of the
membranes decreases and underscore the fact that the porous
structure of SIPE membranes, along with the choice of
materials for synthesis of SIPEs, is of critical importance for
enhanced battery performance. Therefore, the tunability of
porosity through structural design and membrane fabrication is
essential for regulating battery operation. Judicious selection of
precursors on the basis of their chemical microstructures
provides the ultimate tunability for SIPE material design.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented a systematic study to
understand the influence of chemical microstructure of single
ion polymeric electrolyte membranes on the performance of
lithium ion batteries. A series of single ion polymer electrolytes
with varying ratios of aliphatic and aromatic moieties for
control of porosity in the SIPE membranes formed with PVDF-
HFP was synthesized. It was demonstrated that the membrane
porosity increases with the aromatic content in the polymers, as
confirmed by the measured solvent uptake capacities and the
SEM images of the membranes. It was found that appropriate
membrane porosity enhances ionic conductivity, reduces
interfacial resistance between electrodes and electrolyte and
ultimately boosts performance of Li-ion batteries. Despite the
excellent performance of the DE10 cell at both 25 and 80 °C, it
remains a question whether the size and the type of porosity
present in the membrane are the optimal. Clearly, the pore size
must be large enough to accommodate a sufficient amount of
solvent; however, at the same time, it must also be small
enough to allow the solvated Li+ ions to be in close contact
with the walls of the conduction channels to minimize
concentration polarization in the membranes. Furthermore,
the present study utilized only one type of aromatic component
to gain understanding on the influenece of chemical micro-
struture on porosity and electrochemical properties. The effects
of aromatic moiety selection on these properties have not been
addressed and are expected to be significant. Nevertheless, the
results presented in the present study provide important
physical insight into the relationship between the micro-
structures of SIPE membranes and battery performance.
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Figure 12. Nyquist plots with corresponding equivalent circuit shown
in inset of the present SIPE membranes-based batteries at 25 °C.

Figure 13. (a) Cycle-life of the selected SIPEMs based batteries at
various discharge rates at 80 °C, (b) cycle-life of the DE10 based
battery at various discharge rates at 25 °C.
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